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Introduction 

This document provides an overview to competencies, the benefits they can bring to your working 
environment, and describes the framework that has been developed for use within the County Council. 
 
Competencies - What are they?    

 
Competencies identify and describe key behaviours that are vital in reflecting our values and delivering a 
high quality service. They describe how we should behave in our roles at work and they contribute to the 
following key processes: 
 

• Recruitment and Selection 

• Performance Management 

• Learning and Development 
 
The principles of the competencies framework are applied throughout the County Council. It is important 
to remember that how we behave in our roles is relevant to everyone. Please note for this exercise senior 
strategic behavioural indicators have not been included. 
 
 
Where do they fit? 
 
Our organisational values describe what is important to us as an organisation; above all our values 
underpin how we serve the people of Oxfordshire and how, as employees, we work and behave with 
each other. 
Our values should run through all our dealings with colleagues, service users, partners and the public. 
They should be the foundation for every decision we make. 

 
Managers depend on the skills and behaviours of their team members to ensure work gets done as 
effectively as possible. These skills and behaviours take many forms, some being more visible and easier 
to work with than others. 
You may find it helpful to think of a ‘skills and behaviours iceberg’. An iceberg has just 10 per cent of its 
volume above water and the rest remains hidden below the surface. In the same way each individual has 
attributes that are visible, easily measured and easily taught (skills and knowledge), however these are 
just a small proportion of the attributes we need our workforce to have. Nowadays, we recognise that the 
less visible values and behaviours which make up a significant part of us are as important as, or perhaps 
more important than, the skills and knowledge we need our workforce to have. 
An engaged, productive and happy workforce is one in which behaviours are known, understood and 
embedded in all aspects of the way we manage our people be it in everyday conversations, one-to-ones, 
team meetings, recruitment, induction or organisational policies. 
 
 
What is the competency dictionary? 
 
The competency dictionary contains 10 competencies grouped into 3 clusters which reflect our key 
values: Working together in a supportive and honest way; Striving to find the best solutions; Open to 
change and doing things differently. Not all the competencies will be relevant to each role.  
 
With each competency there are positive and negative behavioural indicators showing what the 
competency does or doesn’t look like.  Each competency has been broken down into ranges for positive 
indicators, which enables us to more closely define the behaviours for different roles. 
 
The role profile identifies the competencies and ranges that are key for a role. 
It is likely that there will be approximately 6 to 8 competencies that are fundamentally important to a 
particular role.  
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Working together in a supportive and honest way -. We work with each other to achieve the 
best for our clients and our colleagues. We support and encourage those around us to succeed 
at everything they do. We take pride in our roles and are committed to building great 
relationships with everyone we work with. 
 
 

1. Teamwork 
 

2. Communication 
 

3. Customer Focus  
 

4. Leading, Valuing and Developing People  
 

 
 
Striving to find the best solutions – When delivering our services cost effectively we  
constantly strive to deliver to high standards, to efficiently plan and organise our resources and 
make sound and considered decisions that deliver the best solutions for all stakeholders.  
 

5. Delivering Excellence  
 

6. Planning and Organising 
 

7. Decision Making 
 

8. Commercial Focus 
 

 
 
Open to change and doing things differently – To continuously improve and deliver effective 
services we always ask ourselves, why do I do it this way? How can I do this better? What else can I do? 
How can I achieve this? 

 
9. Change Orientation/Flexibility 

 
10. Resilience/Drive 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 



 

 

1. Teamwork 
 
Definition:  
 
Values teamwork and builds and maintains positive supportive working relationships, placing team 
interests above personal goals, acting with integrity to build trust within and between teams, 
understanding the impact that they have on others and adapting their approach to achieve successful 
outcomes. Maintains a sense of perspective and humour and is prepared to admit mistakes. 
 
Teamwork may involve, as an example, working with external partners working within an internal team. 
 

What it looks like - Positive Indicators: 
 
Range 1 
Encourages a climate of teamwork by own actions 
Creates a climate of participation, openness, trust and respect 
Develops effective working relationships at all levels 
Publicly recognises team effort and contribution 
Shares success with team 
Builds team spirit  
Understands impact of own behaviour and style 
Uses emotional intelligence to meet aims and objectives 
Manages opposition, hostility and stressful situations effectively 
 
Range 2 
Encourages respect and support amongst team members 
Looks for opportunities to collaborate across teams and with partners 
Develops effective working relationships with and between teams 
Involves team members in decision making 
Shares feedback with team 
Recognises the contribution of individuals within the team 
Commits to team rather than personal goals 
Is able to reconcile conflict between others 
Remains emotionally detached, calm and objective when necessary 
Perceptive and considered in approach to others 
 
Range 3 
Works effectively with others 
Shares information and experience 
Completes fair share of workload 
Supports and helps others 
Builds positive lasting working relationships 
Contributes to and accepts team decisions and supports team members  
Accepts help and support 
Deals effectively with opposition or criticism  
 

What it does not look like - Negative Indicators: 
 
Takes personal credit for team’s contribution 
Does not communicate/share information with colleagues 
Makes little or no effort to develop positive working relationships with team members 
Fails to engender respect and support 
Does the minimum necessary 
Avoids working with other teams and is not collaborative, preferring to work alone 
Shows limited consideration for others feelings and reactions 
Puts personal objectives first 
Rarely offers support to colleagues 
Blames others 
Unconcerned with how their work or behaviour affects others 
Becomes defensive or aggressive in confrontational or difficult situations 
Uses inappropriate humour 



 

 

2. Communication   

Definition:  
 
Shares relevant information clearly, honestly, accurately and openly, actively listens, queries and checks 
information to ensure clarity and maintains appropriate confidentiality.  Communication covers written and 
oral communication. 
 

What it looks like - Positive Indicators: 
 
Range 1 

Builds effective communication within a group or team  

Tailors communication to suit the audience/individual 

Presents ideas/information clearly, interestingly and enthusiastically 
Sensitive in communication, taking account of the possible thoughts, feelings and concerns of others  
Is open, honest, transparent and constructive in communication 
Actively seeks and shares information 
Questions thoroughly, clarifies and summarises relevant key information 
Communicates in a confident and convincing way 
Simplifies information and explains clearly 
Presents information engagingly and gains agreement and support 
Understands and uses non-verbal communication to achieve successful outcomes 

 

Range 2 

Is confident, clear, accurate and concise when sharing/giving information 

Is open, honest and considered in communication  

Regularly briefs individuals and teams clearly accurately honestly and concisely 

Maintains eye contact when communicating 
Asks questions and probes to gain relevant information 
Summarises key relevant points 
Seeks clarification when necessary 
Checks theirs and others understanding 
Adjusts language to the demands of the situation 
Uses non-verbal communication constructively and effectively 
 
Range 3 
Is polite and tactful 
Listens to and carefully reads instructions and information 
Shares information accurately and honestly 
Questions and checks to gain understanding 
Confirms their understanding 
Listens 
 

What it does not look like - Negative Indicators: 
 
Treats information as power 
Speaks too fast or too slowly 
Talks over and interrupts others 
Uses jargon  
Is rambling and irrelevant 
Does not actively listen to or question others  
Does not use language appropriate to audience 
Communicates reluctantly  
Uses one communication style only, regardless of situation or individuals involved 
Avoids difficult or confrontational communication 
Gives inaccurate information 
Assumes information 
Discloses confidential information 
 



 

 

3. Customer Focus  

Definition: 
 
Builds strong, long term, respectful and considerate relationships with customers and key stakeholders, 
developing mutual trust and partnership working to meet and wherever possible exceed customers’ 
expectations and the council’s objectives. 
Customers include all key relationships with residents, service users, suppliers and internal colleagues. 
 

What it looks like - Positive Indicators: 
 
Range 1 
Encourages and facilitates a climate which values customers 
Takes the longer term customer perspective 
Develops effective relationships with key customers 
Articulates and promotes the Council’s customer philosophies 
Monitors and evaluates customer satisfaction using a variety of measures:  including key performance indicators, 
surveys and complaints procedures 
Develops plans to deliver and improve service delivery  
Models the Company’s commitment to customers 
 
Range 2 
Anticipates and responds to changing customer requirements   
Looks for opportunities to improve the customer experience/overall service performance and reduce duplication 
Adopts a proactive and partnership approach to meeting customer requirements 
Shares feedback with others  
Identifies underlying issues and responds effectively 
 
Range 3 
Delivers effective customer service 
Clarifies and confirms customer requirements or needs 
Responds promptly to customers enquiries and requests 
Acts as front line company ambassador 
Treats customers with consideration 
Builds rapport with customers 

 

What it does not look like - Negative Indicators: 
 
Does not respond to customer needs 
Does not seek to build relationships with customers 
Does not actively listen to customers 
Does not seek, monitor and evaluate feedback    
Disregards and disrespects customers and their views 
 

 

 



 

 

4. Leading, Valuing & Developing People   
 
Definition: 
 
Provides direction, inspiring, motivating, empowering, developing and supporting individuals and teams to 
achieve the council’s goals. 
Is visible, approachable, objective and consistent in managing people, adopting a constructive approach 
and coaching style. 
 

What it looks like - Positive Indicators: 
 
Range 1 
Creates a climate that values people and recognises their contribution 
Inspires and harnesses commitment, enthusiasm and determination in others to achieve 
Defines clear accountabilities 
Delegates effectively, appropriately and fairly 
Promotes opportunities for development 
Seeks staff views 
 
Range 2 
Sets clear, challenging and realistic objectives with realistic timeframes and deadlines 
Regularly evaluates staff effectiveness 
Gives constructive feedback on performance 
Challenges poor performance and non-delivery constructively and fairly 
Sets aside time to discuss issues 
Understands the motivational needs and strengths of individuals and teams  
Recognises and acknowledges good work 
Ensures the team clearly understands roles and responsibilities 
 
Range 3 
Gives clear guidance and instruction 
Is patient but firm when necessary 
Builds employee’s self esteem 
Acts quickly to deal with issues/concerns 
Gives and listens to constructive criticism 
 
 

What it does not look like - Negative Indicators: 
 
Does not give staff constructive feedback on performance 
Ignores staff views 
Is inconsistent 
Does not invest time in staff 
Does not support staff who wish to develop 
Does not check work in progress of direct reports 
Blames staff 
Does not treat staff as individuals 
Does not challenge poor performance consistently 
Does not apply a coaching style  
Favours certain individuals 
Unaware of individuals’ and teams’ contribution. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

5. Delivering Excellence  
 
Definition:  
 
Demonstrates a clear commitment to developing and providing excellent service at all times in line with 
the Council’s vision and values. 
 
 

What it looks like - Positive Indicators: 
 
Range 1 
Develops a climate that values quality/ excellence 
Champions and models the Council’s commitment to Excellence and striving to find the best solutions 
Establishes and maintains standards 
 
Range 2 
Sets high personal standards as an example 
Explains the importance and benefits of delivering excellence and compliance with standards 
Monitors performance against standards 
Explicitly defines consequences of not achieving standards 
Encourages others to make improvements and strive for higher standards 
Maintains high professional standards 
 
Range 3 
Produces high quality, accurate work to timescale 
Follows and understands the Council’s standards and procedures 
Clearly understands consequences of not achieving standards                                      
Records and checks information and documentation accurately 
Maintains concentration and focus on task/job in hand 
Actively seeks ways to make improvements 
Accepts responsibility for own actions 
 
 

What it does not look like - Negative Indicators: 
 
Does not set excellence standards for self or team 
Is not committed to achieving high standards 
Accepts less than the best 
Compromises standards to avoid difficult situations 
Fails to ensure work is correct 
Does not follow internal standards, processes and procedures 
Is unaware of standards to be met 
Produces poor quality work 
Does not deliver to agreed timescales 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 

6. Planning & Organising  
 

Definition:  
 
Successfully plans ahead, identifying options and priorities, considering risks, transforming strategies into 
practical courses of action, organising and allocating tasks and monitoring ongoing progress. 
 
All roles require planning and organisation: this can be planning and prioritising your own workload 
through to converting strategic objectives into medium or long term plans and courses of action. 
 
 

What it looks like - Positive Indicators: 
 
Range 1 
Links own plans to council’s strategy 
Establishes clear plans to achieve long-term goals 
Prepares contingency plans for situations that may occur  
Develops options and identifies risks 
Distributes and publicises plans 
Delegates tasks, whilst supporting and monitoring progress, to ensure plan is achieved 
Establishes and monitors key performance indicators to measure progress against plan 
 
Range 2 
Prepares clear and logical plans, breaking objectives down into clear and manageable tasks 
Accurately estimates time scales and allocates resources 
Regularly reviews plan, monitors progress and adapts plan when necessary 
Manages meetings effectively 
Understands the rationale of the plan 
Creates structured, time efficient environment with clear responsibilities  
 
Range 3 
Is organised and structured in approach 
Prioritises and manages own time effectively  
Organises and plans own workload 
Completes tasks on time, meets deadlines 
 
 

What it does not look like - Negative Indicators: 
 
Plans are not prepared, put into place, followed or updated 
Plans are not clear or realistic 
Unable to explain the rationale underpinning the plan 
Struggles to turn ideas into plans and actions 
Measures are not put in place to assess progress 
Unaware of the practical implications of options/plans 
Disorganised 
Does not make contingency plans 
Starts without planning 
Over commits self and/or others 
Does not meet deadlines 
Does not manage meetings 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
7.  Decision Making   
 
Definition: 
 
Identifies and analyses information systematically, identifying key issues and recognising trends. Makes 
considered and logical decisions based on relevant comprehensive information.  
 
 

What it looks like - Positive Indicators: 
 
Range 1 
Makes connections between facts and events that are not readily obvious 
Identifies key factor/s in a complex problem 
Copes effectively with ambiguity and conflicting information 
Identifies and assesses risks carefully 
Gathers all information from key sources on complex problems 
Generates hypotheses and plans 
Explores issues to identify the root causes of problems 
 
Range 2 
Gathers, clarifies and analyses information critically and objectively 
Recognises assumptions 
Can see all sides of an argument 
Consults and involves others in decision  
Identifies key issues and effective courses of action 
Relates different pieces of information and recognises trends 
Thinks through consequences of different courses of action 
Considers risks and impact of decisions and prepares contingencies 
Learns from past projects and experiences and applies when taking decisions 
 
Range 3 
Obtains, checks and understands all relevant and available facts before drawing a conclusion 
Recognises the need to take action 
Uses basic rules, common sense and past experience to identify problems 
Recognises when a current situation is like a past situation 
Understands how own tasks relate to wider framework 
Assesses situations objectively 
Considers the potential consequences of decisions 
 
 

What it does not look like - Negative Indicators: 
 
Does not consider the broader impact of a decision 
Does not connect information or makes decision on partial information 
Does not gather or evaluate information 
Does not analyse information sufficiently before suggesting a solution 
Does not use previous experience when faced with a problem 
Constantly firefighting and fails to anticipate potential issues 
Struggles to make decisions or act without full and complete information 
Avoids making decisions 
Slow to grasp problems or learn from own mistakes 
Swayed by emotion 
Suggests impractical solutions 
Does not consider the risk or consequences of a decision 
Makes decisions based on personal goals 
Passes the decision making upwards when it is not appropriate 
Acts impulsively 
 
 



 

 

8. Commercial Focus 
 
Definition:  
 
Understands and applies the financial principles of budgeting and forecasting, cost control, margin and added 
value to maximise resources. Negotiates and manages contracts effectively. 
 
 

What it looks like - Positive Indicators: 
 
Range 1 
Understands the business cycle and the commercial implications to the Council 
Identifies and evaluates external trends and influences on the Council 
Understands and applies commercial and financial principles to maximise delivery and to effectively manage 
the business 
Builds a network of contacts and relationships to maximise service delivery 
 
Range 2 
Understands and applies budgeting and forecasting, cost control and considers financial implications 
Keeps up to date with market and competitor activities and trends 
Identifies opportunities for efficiencies 
Benchmarks and monitors sub-contractor performance, efficiency and value   
Maximises resources within budgetary cost constraints 
Understands potential, scope and capabilities of products and services 
 
Range 3 
Considers financial implications of decisions and actions  
Strives for cost effectiveness in their actions 
Identifies and suggests opportunities to reduce/ minimise cost wherever possible whilst maintaining 

standards 

Understands commercial information which relates to their role 
Recognises importance of commercial focus and takes accountability for it as it relates to their role 
 
 

What it does not look like - Negative Indicators: 
 
Does not understand the business cycle or the commercial implications 
Does not build a network of contacts 
Does not consider future trends  
Does not consider costs  
Does not take responsibility to optimise or deliver the service cost effectively 
Dos not control budgets effectively 
Does not utilise resources cost effectively 
Unaware of the Council’s potential, scope or capabilities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

9. Change Orientation/Flexibility   
 
Definition:  
 
Demonstrates commitment to continuous improvement and innovation, including: seeking opportunities 
for beneficial change, successfully managing change, encouraging and supporting change initiatives, 
adjusting to changing priorities, requirements, environments and conditions and working flexibly. 
 

What it looks like - Positive Indicators: 
 
Range 1 
Encourages a climate which looks to develop new or different ideas and approaches     
Identifies and articulates when and where change is necessary and beneficial 
Clearly explains the reasons for change, gets buy in and develops an effective action plan to introduce 
and implement change  
Recognises discomfort that change can bring and provides support 
Encourages new ideas and explores suggestions for improvements fairly 
Monitors the ongoing implementation of change initiatives 
Works around obstacles that prevent completion of projects/initiatives 
 
Range 2 
Understands the need for change 
Explains change initiatives clearly 
Understands the problems that change can bring 
Encourages and reassures individuals and teams to facilitate effective change 
Develops new or different approaches  
Regularly reviews methods of working 
 
Range 3 
Is open to change and willing to try out different ideas, solutions, technologies and working 
practices/methods 
Is flexible and adapts to changing requirements and priorities 
Quickly picks up and accepts new ideas and ways of working 
Supports and assists with implementation of new ideas 
Maintains effectiveness during rapidly changing situations or priorities 
Makes suggestions to improve practices, systems and procedures at work 
Questions existing methods constructively with the aim of improving service delivery  
 
 

What it does not look like - Negative Indicators: 
 
Negative or defensive about change or pays lip service to positive aspects of change 
Blocks others ideas 
Tends to inhibit or limit the amount of change 
Rigidly sticks to one way of working despite changes to processes etc 
Disregards the effect of change on others 
Does not consider improvements to ways of working 
Does not encourage others to suggest improvements 
Reluctant to modify approach and resists new ideas, approaches and ways of working 
Wants things to remain the same 
Ignores others suggestions 
Does not demonstrate flexibility 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

10. Resilience/Drive  
 

Definition:   
 
Consistently demonstrates the energy, commitment and resilience necessary to provide the highest 
standards of service delivery whilst often facing difficulties and barriers. It is about the ability to remain 
calm and objective, listen to constructive feedback and bounce back from situations and issues and the 
desire to improve personal effectiveness and achieve successful outcomes without compromising 
teamwork, working relationships or integrity. 
 
 

What it looks like - Positive Indicators: 
 
Range 1 
Demonstrates dedication to the achievement of key business tasks and objectives 
Demonstrates high degree of personal commitment and continues to do so under difficult and challenging 
circumstances 
Approaches challenges and problems with energy, enthusiasm and a determination to succeed and 
develop 
Manages complex problems and multi-faceted situations effectively 
Sets consistently challenging targets for self and team 
When necessary takes difficult or unpopular decisions 
Maintains self-resilience and effectiveness 
 
Range 2 
Displays personal commitment and resilience to task achievement 
Is objective and committed to achieve when under pressure or in difficult or stressful situations 
Accepts ownership of given responsibility 
Perseveres despite encountering obstacles and disappointments 
Sets challenging objectives for self and team 
When necessary takes and implements unpopular decisions 
Comfortable with multi – tasking 
Explores personal performance to build on self-development 
 
Range 3 
Picks up problems, takes the initiative and deals with them without unnecessarily passing upwards 
Consistently delivers what is required to deadline 
Recognises importance of meeting objectives 
Bounces back after setbacks 
Keeps difficulties in perspective 
Accepts challenging work 
Seeks feedback on performance and constructively accepts it  
Evaluates own performance 
Accepts responsibility for own development 
 
 

What it does not look like - Negative Indicators: 
 
Will give up on an agreed course of action if circumstances become difficult 
Takes the easy option to avoid difficult situations or confrontation 
Ignores or does not address problems 
Compromises teamwork or integrity 
Avoids difficult decisions or dilutes their implementation 
Avoids confrontation and difficult situations 
Becomes ineffective during times of pressure or adversity 
Does not take responsibility or accept accountability 
Ignores, becomes defensive or dismisses feedback 
Does not take deadlines seriously 
Is unreliable 


